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The 4 competitive strategies
.

Compete on
value

Compete on
vision

Compete on 
approach

Compete on
time

Same solution Different solution

Same problem

Different problem
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1. Compete on value:
Get a competitive advantage, or avoid competition

2. Compete on alternative approach:
Exploit their sub-optimization or jump on their disruptive trajectory

3. Compete for priority:
Build the urgency and escalate Customer’s to-do list

4. Compete on innovative vision:
You may have found a new market
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7 moves to beat competition
.

Stop fighting:
Trying to move the game on another battlefield is a quite specific effort, however there are some general rules or best practices that we 
can use:
1.Anticipate Google:
Instead to talk about the problem and promote the solution with your content marketing, talk to customers who are experiencing the 
symptoms of the problem (D.Kurlan), but are not yet aware. To do so you need to anticipate supply crashes monitoring the market with 
proper analytics and intercept the customer inviting, informing and (i)ntertaining her.
2.Perturb the status quo:
Instead to promise a gain or soften a pain, show them the loss and tell them to get their’s back. “Make America great again” is the lesson 
for all those believing a customer is moved by luring her or helping her regain efficiency. Customers move only when they want their stuff 
back. Tell them that good performance is the enemy of great performance – the one someone has stolen to them. (J.Berger)
3.Change the scale:
Instead to let your customer compare apple with apple, change the scale used to compare your offer, stopping them profile your offer. To 
do this you have to put your offer in a class of its own: positioning it on a unique step of a category’s ladder, or positioning the 
competition’s offer in the box of the old games. (A.Ries / A.Raskin)
4.Redesign the market:
Instead of traying to differentiate to appeal existing customers, create a value profile that appeal non-consumers. Check what are the level 
of non-consumption in under-developed market and build a proposition that can appeal those that cannot (yet) consume. (W.C.Kim –
C.Christensen)
5.Move to the service side:
Instead to insist proposing a solution of the past, leverage the competitor’s disruption. When a disruptor tiers down your business model 
like Air B&B has done with small hotels, remember you can always jump on the new solution trajectory, building the services needed to 
make the disruptive solution work.
6.Shift the sales focus on the story:
Instead to offer something that your competitor cann’t, make a claim not otherwise made in that particular field, or build a unique brand. 
(R.Reeves). In other words: sell your approach or sell your why.
7.Get a Bigger Ally:
Instead of fighting the Goliath Corporation on the market, outflank it with the help of a Political Ally. They are always interested in bringing 
work on their territory, and get the merit for it.
8.Make the customers lock themselves
Instead of shaping the solution to the customer needs, ask the customer to help you fit your solution for him. A wise negotiatior ask the 
other party to take part in the creation of the solution, and therefore lock out the competition (C.Voss).
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Thanks for downloading this template!

What Next?

• Find more ideas and templates in our booklets

• Sharpen your Sales Team with ad hoc training
• Align your Sales Funnel with the help of our workshops

• Or… simply give us a thumb up , if you whish.

Thank You!
Flavio

https://www.business-exploration.com/blog.php?utm_source=pdfs#ebooks
https://www.business-exploration.com/services_ENG.php?utm_source=pdfs#training
https://www.business-exploration.com/services_ENG.php?utm_source=pdfs#workshop
https://www.linkedin.com/sharing/share-offsite/?url=https://www.business-exploration.com/index.php



